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Language islands in the flood: Language change and language shift in German 
speaking communities in Russia and Brazil 

Peter Rosenberg (Frankfurt/Oder) 
 
The paper presents some findings of a research project which is about German 
language islands in Brazil and Russia. The core idea of it is the assumption that we 
can learn as well from language obsolescence (attrition, decay) as from language 
emergence (standardization, koineization, dialect merger) which has been the subject 
of linguistic research in the past. 
 
1 Goals, sample, and methods 
In more detail the contribution is dealing with the development of regular and irregular 
morphology in German language islands in Russia and Brazil: its frequency, its 
distribution, and its functionality (depending on languages and language varieties in 
contact and sociolinguistic context). The aim is to describe the reduction or 
resistance of case morphology and to explain these phenomena in terms of 
convergence, language change and language shift.  

The investigation employs a variational linguistic methodology comparing 
language usage in German language islands in different situations, i.e. in three 
settings of investigation: a set of 60 standardized sentences to be translated into the 
intended dialect; an interview narration; and a home conversation self-recorded by 
the speakers. This is done by three age groups of speakers (under 40 years, 40 to 59 
years, over 60 years) of two dialects in contact in each country: the East Low 
German Mennonite Plautdietsch and a West Upper German variety called „Catholic‟ 
in Russia, and the East Low German Pomerano and the West Middle German variety 
Hunsrückisch in Brazil. The investigation is done in the West Siberian German 
Rayon1 Halbstadt, and in the South Brazilian area around Pelotas, Rio Grande do 
Sul. 

The sample contains 125 speakers (about 60 in Russia, 60 in Brazil, each 
investigation with about 60 speakers in the 1990s and 60 in the 2000s). Additionally, 
a real-time panel study has been arranged: tape-recordings of 16 speakers a second 
time after 15 years. 

Our methodology had to deal with some ambitious tasks because in these 
“drowning” language islands we are faced with some particularities: All varieties are 
mixed varieties, mostly undescribed and speakers are insecure about their own 
grammar.  

Thus, it is mostly useless to compare the data to a comparandum given by a 
supposedly more closely related variety in Germany. Parallel features of language 
island varieties and dialects in Germany may be misleading: The outcome of dialect 
merger and dialect leveling might look like a – let’s say Swabian – dialect from 
Germany but no settler has ever come from Swabia. Therefore, even a Middle High 
German comparandum would not help because dialect merger and dialect leveling 
have generated new colonial varieties (cf. Schirmunski 1930). 

Most of the varieties are undescribed. Since speakers are often insecure about 
grammar we could not exclude any output utterance as obviously non-grammatical. 2  

                                                 
1 Rayon is an administrational unit below the federal level. 
2 This has some consequences for the description of the utterances: The tagging system was 

constructed as shown in the following example. In the translation task one input sentence was Vor 
ihm lag ein Hund (‘A dog lay in front of him.’). In the output ihm (‘him’) was realized as eer which 
could be personal pronoun 3

rd
 person singular feminine gender in dative case (‘her’) or personal 
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That is why Standard High German is used as the tertium comparationis to 
measure relative differences in real time comparison and in comparing different 
varieties. This, however, does not mean that they developed from Standard High 
German which was used in the settlements only in some short peaceful periods of 
time. 

Concerning Mennonite Plautdietsch we possess some descriptions (the first 
comprehensive one being Jedig 1966). Other varieties are only partly analyzed but 
these studies rarely focused on morphology. Hence, to a certain extent our 
conclusions regarding language change are suggestive of reduction and 
simplification processes, but might be useful for guiding further investigations into a 
variety of contact situations involving German. 

 
2 Sociolinguistics of the language islands 
The communities mentioned above belong to the biggest German language islands 
worldwide: Brazil inhabits about one million German-speaking people; this is the 
second place among all German minorities in the world (the former Soviet Union 
ranked first with about two million). But they are – sociolinguistically spoken – 
language islands in the „flood‟, i.e. they undergo an accelerated language shift which 
will be summed up briefly: 

The language islands in Russia and Brazil have been chosen due to the 
occurrence of similar varieties and to some parallels in history but stark contrasts 
regarding the structure of the contact language. 

Among German settlers in Brazil (since 1824), the historical conditions of 
colonization have had much in common with those of the Russian Germans (since 
1763). Settlers were living separated in small isolated colonies just as in Russia. 
They used predominantly their dialect varieties for communication, and since these 
varieties were quite different, dialect convergence was an inherent trait of their 
development. Dialect varieties cover a wide range from the prevailing (Rhine 
Franconian and Moselle Franconian) Hunsrück varieties over Swabian and Volga 
German to Low German Westphalian and Pomeranian varieties in Brazil (just to 
mention some of them), and from the widespread (Rhine Franconian and Hessian) 
Volga German varieties over Swabian and Bavarian to Low German Plautdietsch of 
the Mennonites in the former Soviet Union.  

The High German standard language was told at school, but with the political 
restrictions since (at the latest) 1934 under Stalin in USSR and under the nationalist 
government of Getulio Vargas in Brazil (Estado Novo since 1937) all educational and 
political minority rights were suspended. Therefore, a redialectalization took place. In 
contrast to Russia, however, in Brazil a superregional (Hunsrück) variety emerged 
which was never the case in Russia. Obviously the numerical dominance of the 
Hunsrück speakers (about 50 p.c. of the first settlers) and the closer network of 
communication which was not as limited as in Russia have led to this important 
difference. 

                                                                                                                                                         
pronoun 3

rd
 person singular masculine gender in nominative case (‘he’). The former is considered 

more likely than the latter.  

Therefore, the tag is: PPER:M.D.S.3>PPER:F.D.S.3PPER:M.N.S.3 (cf. Stuttgart-Tübingen-Tagset 
[STTS], cf. Schiller et al. 1999, adapted)]. The angle > is used to note the correspondence of input 

and output. On the right hand side of the angle > the conjunction symbol of a small roof () is used 
to arrange the hierarchy of the output according to probability (strictly derived by rules like verbal 
agreement, prepositional agreement, syntactic positions, semantic restrictions): In this case it is 
assumed that, in the first place, it should be a Low German expression of the personal pronoun 
dative feminine ihr (‘her’), but it could also be the nominative masculine er (‘he’). 
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The Brazilian society is multiethnic and the German speaking minority is only 
one of a hundred ethnic communities. From the beginning, the German colonists 
were „aliens‟ by mission: For about 100 years, they kept their distance to the 
surrounding population in terms of geography, language, culture, economy, religion 
and social structure. Since about 1940 „Brazilianization‟ has emerged, unifying the 
country (at least related to the „white‟ Brazilians), in the last decades modernizing the 
society, and, hence, lowering the barriers of social contact. For a long time, the 
maintenance of the minority language and culture depended on the autonomous 
settlement. The German speaking settlements, however, became subsequently 
integrated into the society. Today, Brazilian Germans are primarily Brazilians, 
speaking Brazilian Portuguese, married with Brazilians of other ethnic descent, 
studying somewhere in the country. Among the younger ones, the German language 
has become a heritage language. The disintegration of the language islands began 
two generations ago. Nowadays, ethnic diversity is a familiar trait of all people but it is 
not a vital resource of social distinction. 

The former USSR was and Russia is – by constitution as well as by societal 
awareness – based on ethnicity. Language served as a boundary marker since it 
represented a difference: the experience of social or cultural difference and of 
communicative belonging (as long as „compact groups“ were demarcated by 
language and code alternation structures were established). This was even true in 
the deportation camps and guarded villages. 

Although German settlement in the USSR has ever been discontinuous, the 
manifold migrations (voluntarily or not) of the Russian Germans did not affect the 
ethnically based belonging. However, since the 1970s some liberations and finally 
the construction of „central villages‟ with different German varieties spoken enhanced 
the expansion of Russian among the younger generation. 

Since the breakdown of the Soviet Union, a disruptive language shift emerged 
among Russian Germans because of the mass emigration of resettlers (“Aussiedler”) 
to Germany in the 1990s. Today, the majority language is dramatically expanding in 
public and private domains. Younger generations are quickly shifting to Russian, 
code-mixing is more frequent than code-switching (as functionally alternating use of 
languages, cf. Auer 2009, 108), and the proportion of second-language learners 
outweighs native speakers. Intermarriage is steadily increasing, and getting 
vocational education outside of the village is common. Additionally, the ethnic 
composition of the villages is becoming more diffuse because of the replacement of 
the emigrated resettlers by non-Germans or non-locals (immigrating Germans from 
the Central Asian republics of former USSR). Today, only about 10 - 15% of the 
villagers are locally born and network clusters are dissolving. Being German is not a 
primary distinction anymore. 

In a nutshell, language shift in the Brazilian language islands is more advanced, 
but the Russian language islands catch up quickly. The process of assimilation 
began earlier in the Brazilian German communities, but it is more rapid in the 
Russian German communities. 

This is met by the results of our sociolinguistic survey3 in the German speaking 
colonies in Russia and Brazil. Fig. 1 and 2 visualize language use according to 
language domains: Within the non-public language domains German is mainly used 
with the grandparents and parents, rarely with spouses and children. For speaking 

                                                 
3
 The survey consists of 85 items concerning sociodemographic data, social networks, language 

awareness, language acquisition, language competence and language use, attitudes related to the 
varieties and languages in contact. 
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with the children the contact language is used mostly. The trendlines in figures 1 and 
2 (for usage „only“) are almost inverted. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Language use of German (all varieties) in the family domain (in %)4 

 

 
Fig. 2: Contact language in the family language domain (in %) 

 
Within the public language domains German is hardly ever used. If so, it is 

restricted to semi-public domains (neighbors, friends, workmates): 
 

                                                 
4
 Fig. 1-6: only 2000s‘ inquiry data in Russia and Brazil (n=68, without “no response”). Oldest child is 

the first born child in the family: “oldest child”: mutually using the language with the other family 
members; “oldest child (replying)”: answers of the child only. 
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Fig. 3: German (all varieties) in (semi) public language domains (in %) 

 

 
Fig. 4: Contact language in (semi) public language domains (in %) 

 
Again, the figures 3 and 4 showing the use in (semi) public domains are almost 

inverted. 
If we compare Russia and Brazil, some traits of an accelerated loss of the 

German language in Russia can be detected: If asked whether the speakers use the 
contact language with their parents, more Russian Germans predominantly answer 
never (more than Brazilian Germans do): 
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Fig. 5: Contact language in non-public language domains (Russian/Portuguese with 
parents, numbers) 

 
But with their children, Russian Germans use Russian only or frequently by a 

clear majority: 
 

 
Fig. 6: Contact language in non-public language domains (oldest child replying in 
Russian/Portuguese, numbers) 

 
What is striking in our findings concerning language awareness and language 

attitudes is that the acceleration in language shift in the Russian-German language 
islands is not simply a consequence of language contact and imposition. What we 
find is a loss of something different: the gradual loss of knowing and caring about 
what is linguistically „ours‟ and what is „theirs‟. This is connected to a lack of 
intergenerational transmission of the German language, an increasing proportion of 
non-native speakers, a common practice of code-mixing (frequently without any 
awareness of using elements of two languages). The determining factor which might 
have opened the gate for obsolescence in these communities could be called a loss 
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of normativity, i.e. of norm awareness and norm loyalty5. Given the accelerated 
language shift as evidenced above we now want to describe some linguistic 
phenomena which are seemingly part of a process of language change. 
 
3 Regular and irregular morphology 
3.1 Regular morphology: noun inflection 
Case distinction in regular morphology (noun inflection: nouns, determiners, 
adjectives, demonstrative and possessive pronouns) is rarely marked: 

Linguistically, we observe – like in almost all non-standard German varieties in 
other countries – case reduction in regular morphology, but case maintenance in 
irregular morphology6. This is illustrated by case marking after dative input in a 
translation task where speakers were asked to translate standard German input into 
the intended language island dialect.  

Some data will be added from interviews and narrations7, i.e. from a less formal 
inquiry setting. 

Reduction of case morphology to -(e)n or -e (or -Ø)is very frequent in noun 
inflection. As fig. 7 shows dative is subject to reduction. 

It’s obvious that less than one third of the data with dative input is translated into 
dative output: 

 

                                                 
5
 refers to the concept of norm opposed to system distinguished by Eugenio Coseriu (1974). Norm in 

this sense is a category of language use, the ‘system of what is usual in a linguistic community’ 
while the system is a category of the functional language, the ‘system of what is possible in a 
language’. 

6
 For a discussion of regularity/irregularity, we refer to Rosenberg (2016, 177-183). Regularity is 

understood as a “scalar” phenomenon of (more or less) accordance with the (morphological) rules 
of a grammar, irregularity of non-accordance (cf. Ramat 1985). A rule is “any statement expressing 
a linguistically significant generalization about the grammatical facts of a particular language” 
(Kiefer 2000, 297). Regularity concerns the input and the output of a rule: the input is regular if it 
can be seen as a (natural) class. The output is regular if it is predictable in form and compositional 
in content (Kiefer 2000, 297). Related to language islands this distinction is important because we 
could schematically relate to irregularity/regularity the following features and functional conditions: 

 

Irregularity Regularity 

non-predictable form predictable form 

functional words, “immediate experience” 
(Kiefer 2000) 

unspecific 

basic lexicon of high frequency unspecific frequency 

recalling from mental lexicon production according to patterns 

associative knowing-what system: memory  
(Pinker 1999) 

symbolic knowing-how system: combination 

speaker economy listener economy 

non-iconic form-function relation (Peirce 1932) iconic form-function relation 

high learning load low learning load 

L1-domain L2-domain 

 
7 Narrations tend to yield more informal speech than translation tasks. The expectation would be that 

the translation task should produce the maximal case distinction speakers are able to generate 
while narrations contain less case distinctions. This is partly due to the Standard German input in 
the translation task. Since we want to compare language use in different settings of elicitation a 
tertium comparationis is needed also in the narrations. As tertium comparationis we used again 
Standard German correspondents (like cases). Differences between translation task and narrations 
are not analyzed up to now. 
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Fig. 7: Regular Morphology – noun inflection (nouns, adjectives, possessive 
pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, determiners, indefinite pronouns): Case marking 
on dative input (translation task into intended dialect, n = 6218, in %)8 

 

                                                 
8 125 respondents, 60 test sentences, 270 potentially case marked elements, 28.536 types. The 

huge amount of types is the result of the fact mentioned above that we cannot exclude anything as 
obviously ungrammatical. And it is a consequence of the methodological procedure to arrange the 
output description according to a hierarchy of probability which yields different types (see footn. 2). 
D = dative realization, _ = no case ending (for instance de), N = nominative, A = accusative, NA = 
common form for nominative and accusative (for instance die), DA = common form for dative and 
accusative, + = additional form, 0 = no realization. 
Some illustrating examples are given by the following output realizations of the test sentences used 
in the translation task: 
(1) dei  hoor  op  minen  kopp  sin  grau 
 Die Haare  auf  meinem  Kopf  sind  grau. 
 ‘The  hairs  on  my  head  are  grey.’ 
(2) an  maine  noas  hengt ’n  dropp 
 An  meiner  Nase  hängt  ein  Tropfen. 
 ‘A  drop  hangs  from  my  nose.’ 
(3) ick  heff  löcher  in  mine  schoine  strömp 
 Ich  habe  Löcher  in  meinen  schönen  Strümpfen. 
 ‘I have got  holes  in  my  nice  stockings.’ 
Neuter: 
(4) mi  braure  hett  den  schååp  gråås  jejeft 
 Mein  Bruder  hat  dem  Schaf  Gras  gegeben. 
 ‘My  brother  has  given  grass  to  the  sheep.’ 
(5) der leegt  den  brööt  in  en  korftje  
 Er legt  das  Brot  in  den  Korb.  
 'He  puts  the bread(s)  into  a  (little) basket:' 
(6) wi  derfe  in  den  hus  rinnegåån 
 Wir  dürfen  in  das  Haus  hineingehen. 
 ‘We  may  go  into  the  house.’ 
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There are differences between the varieties (cf. Fig. 9, 19) but no one uses 
dative with more than 40% (on average of noun inflection). And this is far less in 
some lexical classes like adjectives (fig. 8): 

 

 
Fig. 8: Adjective inflection: Case marking on dative input (translation task into 
intended dialect, n = 699, in %) 

 
Interestingly, dative input or accusative input makes no difference in case 

marking: nominative (N) or common case (NA) are prevailing by far. 
The results of interviews and narrations yield some differences between the 

varieties – the Russian German speakers (particularly “Catholics”) producing some 
more datives than the Brazilian German ones (in possessive pronouns)9: 

 

                                                 
9
 Structural differences in case marking between High and Low German varieties are reflected in Fig. 

19 - 20. 
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Fig. 9: Possessive pronoun inflection: Case marking on dative input (interview and 
narration, n = 281, in %) 

 
As concerns noun inflection, we can conclude as an intermediary result, two 

main tendencies: 
(1) The first one is the spread of den/–n as a default for all kinds of oblique case 

marking which is common and well attested also for neuter (see footnote 7). 
This is even true for the Plautdietsch variety of the Russian German 
Mennonites. Referring to this variety 50 years ago Hugo Jedig stated that dem 
is the most frequent oblique case marker: ‚In general, the accusative (with 
masculine and neuter) is replaced by dative.’ The accusative in adjectives ‘is 
used by the older generation almost exclusively, by the younger generation, 
however, it is hardly ever found. […] In all other word classes (articles, 
pronouns, nouns) the accusative in the dialect is replaced by other cases, for 
the most part by dative, to some extent also by nominative’ (Jedig 1966, 52 and 
71f., transl. PR).10 
50 years later, the dative form [de:m, әm, m] is less frequent (with hardly 40 %) 
than no case marking [dә, ә] or a nominative-accusative common form [diː] or 
the accusative form [de:n, әn, n].  

(2) If no oblique case marking is chosen we find – as a second tendency – further 
reduction to the common case marker –e:  
The translation into the intended dialect of the sentence Ich habe Löcher in 
meinen neuen Strümpfen (‘I’ve got holes in my new stockings’) may illustrate 
this finding:  
The reduction to –e prevails with the possessive pronoun mein-e (instead of 
mein-en, fig. 10), with the adjective neu-e (instead of neu-en, fig. 11), and it is 
frequent with the noun Strümpf-e (instead of Strümpf-en, fig. 1211): 
 

                                                 
10

 „Der Akkusativ ist beim Maskulinum und Neutrum im allgemeinen vom Dativ verdrängt. Adjektiv im 
Akkusativ “wird fast ausschließlich von Vertretern der der älteren Generation gebraucht, bei 
Vertretern der jüngeren Generation dagegen findet sie sich fast gar nicht. […] Der Akkusativ ist in 
der Mundart in allen anderen Wortklassen (beim Artikel, Pronomen, Substantiv) von anderen 
Kasus verdrängt, zum größten Teil vom Dativ, zum Teil aber auch vom Nominativ.‟ (Jedig 1966, 52 
and 71f.). 

11
 The –e-ending in the noun inflection of Strümpfe (fig. 12) is more frequent in the High German 

varieties (Hunsrückisch, „Catholic‟) than in the Low German varieties (Pomerano, Plautdietsch). 

BRA RUS 
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Fig. 10: Possessive pronoun inflection: Case marking on dative input (translation 
task into intended dialect, sentence: Ich habe Löcher in meinen neuen Strümpfen. 
'I‘ve got holes in my new stockings', n=64, in %) 

 

 
Fig. 11: Adjective inflection: Case marking on dative input (translation task into 
intended dialect, sentence: Ich habe Löcher in meinen neuen Strümpfen. 'I‘ve got 
holes in my new stockings', n=64, in %) 
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Fig. 12: Noun inflection: Case marking on dative input (translation task into intended 
dialect, sentence: Ich habe Löcher in meinen neuen Strümpfen. 'I‘ve got holes in my 
new stockings', n=64, in %) 

 
Of course, this is part of a long lasting process. And it is widespread among all 

German varieties even in the German “homeland”, occurring especially in non-
standard varieties. Thus, we have to ask, if the more complex paradigms were 
always only or mainly a feature of Standard German, and not of the other varieties? 
The case of Plautdietsch shows that dative was part of case marking in this variety, 
but reduction has been and still is simplifying the inflectional system. However, those 
who use the language island variety in core domains have more case marking than 
those who have almost given up their German variety and shifted to the contact 
language (like Russian with its six-case system).12 

Apparently, some of the phenomena can be related to the structure of the 
language island varieties (like the oblique case in Low German personal pronouns 1st 
and 2nd sg.: mi/di, cf. fig. 20). Since we only rarely possess detailed descriptions of 
former stages of language use we primarily have to describe language use in the 
language islands which allows, however, some – cautious – conclusions on language 
change. Evidence of change has been provided for the Plautdietsch variety where 
accusative (or nominative) has largely replaced dative in almost all word classes 
(except of personal pronouns) within only 50 years. 

Even if the origin in Germany can hardly be detected due to the mixed nature of 
the dialects there are obviously differences in terms of case distinctions. Hans Boas 
(2009) discusses the case systems of the Texas German varieties possibly brought 
along to Texas (cf. Boas 2009, 350-353; cf. also Shrier 1965). The High German 
varieties (like CAT and HRX scrutinized here) are certainly part of an area of more 
differentiated case systems among the German dialects (at the end of the 19th 
century, cf. Boas 2009: 352, Fig. 1). 

                                                 
12

 As a measurement of the language island variety use in a core domain we compared speakers 
who use the language island variety with their grandparents (which is the last “stronghold” of this 
variety), and those who do not. The data yield an (uncommon) replacement of dative by accusative 
in personal pronouns with the latter ones: Those speakers who do not use the German variety with 
grandparents use accusative with double frequency compared to those who use the German 
variety with grandparents (22 % compared to 11 %, personal pronouns, translation task, n = 986). 
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In the outcome, a tendency of simplification is common in the entire regular 
morphology.13 

Interestingly, the direction of simplification in the case system is exactly the 
weak inflection paradigm in German that holds as well for the strong inflection 
paradigm: 

 

Number Case Gender  Morpheme 

Singular Nominative all 
} –e 

Singular Accusative Fem./Neut. 

all others  –(e)n 

Fig. 13: Weak adjective inflection paradigm in German (cf. Helbig/Buscha 2001, 274) 
 

3.2 Irregular morphology: personal pronoun inflection 
While dative is only rarely realized in noun inflection it is very frequent in personal 
pronoun inflection:  

 

 
Fig. 14: Irregular Morphology – personal pronoun inflection: Case marking on dative 
input (translation task into intended dialect, n = 986, in %)14 

 
A clear difference with about two thirds of the data realizing dative input as 

dative output is obvious if compared to the results of noun inflection mentioned above 
(with less than 30% in fig. 7). 

                                                 
13

 Even if descriptions of earlier stages of our language island varieties are rare, it is supposed that 
the dominant dialects of origin (West Middle German and West Upper German varieties) in general 
had more morphological distinctions than what we find today. Nowadays, we recognize a tendency 
of common case, of gender neutralization, plural rendered as singular, past tense realized as 
present tense, a widespread loss of any 3rd pl. pronoun inflection (cf. Rosenberg 2016). These 
phenomena appear as a gradual breakdown of morphology. 

14
 D = dative realization, _ = no case ending (for instance de), N = nominative, A = accusative, NA = 

common form for nominative and accusative (sie), DA = common form for dative and accusative 
(mi/di, euch), + = additional form, 0 = no realization. 
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This is most frequent in 3rd person singular (fig. 15): 
 

 
Fig. 15: 1st-3rd person singular personal pronoun inflection: Case marking on dative 
input (interview and narration, n = 412, in %) 

 
Dative marking in personal pronouns is by far more frequent than in other word 

classes. This applies to German dialects or colloquial varieties in Germany, too.  
However, in the language islands reduction phenomena occur even in personal 
pronouns: Plural pronouns are treated differently: 3rd person plural in oblique case 
are frequently rendered as singular (almost 50%) or replaced by nouns. 

 

 
Fig. 16: Personal pronoun inflection (3rd person plural): Number marking on plural 
input (translation task into intended dialect, n = 527, in %) 
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Furthermore, like in other German varieties speakers often change word class 
in their output when replacing personal pronouns (ihm, ihr ‘him, her’) with 
demonstrative pronouns (dem, der this-3SG.DAT.M/N, F): 

 

 
Fig. 17: Personal pronoun inflection (3rd person plural): Realization of word class on 
dative input (translation task into intended dialect, n = 6218, in %)15 

 
If changing the word class into a regularly inflected one speakers use to some 

extent the accusative (den, die this-ACC.M, F) or nominative (mostly reduced to de 
this-NOM), which they do when case-marking regular forms. This could be interpreted 
as a kind of regularization. Interestingly, this is more common among the Brazilian 
communities (Hunsrückisch, Pomerano) while rare in the Russian ones („Catholic‟, 
Plautdietsch). 

 

 

                                                 
15

 N = Noun, PPER = personal pronoun, P_S = substituting demonstrative or indefinite pronoun, ART 
= determiner, APPR_ = preposition with determiner (contracted), ADJ = adjective, P_AT = 
attributive demonstrative or indefinite pronoun, PRF = reflexive pronoun, + = additional form, CARD 
= numeral. 

RUS BRA 
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Fig. 18: Irregular morphology replaced by regular morphology – Personal pronouns 
(on dative input) realized as demonstrative or indefinite pronouns: Case marking by 
varieties (translation task into intended dialect, n = 298, in %)16 

 
3.3 Conclusions 
The results allow for ten conclusions: 
1 Case syncretism with irregular morphology is less frequent than with regular. 
2 Dative forms in personal pronoun inflection are of high frequency (opposed to 

accusative or nominative or common forms in noun inflection). 
3 This holds for language islands exposed to the morphological „rich“ (Russian) as 

well as to the morphological „poor“ contact language (Portuguese in Brazil). 
4 There is a considerable resistance to change in case morphology particularly in 

personal pronouns of 1st – 3rd person singular. 
Why might personal pronouns be conservative in terms of case distinction?  

 Personal pronouns are frequent.  

 They have – as a core concept – animate reference.17 

 They are closed and small classes.  

 They are in many cases suppletives.18 

 They are probably „full-listed‟ (Cholewa 1993), that is, organized in the lexicon 
as whole entities.19 

5 3rd person singular displays dative forms most frequently. This is of course not an 
exception: If we take some other languages into account we find this as a common 
trait, which suggests that 3rd person singular personal pronouns seem to be of a 
different nature: 
o cf. English him/her (Old English dative: him/hire) 
o cf. Danish ham/henne (Old Scandinavian dative honum/henni)  
o cf. French lui (Old French li, Vulgar Latin li, Latin illi) 
As some authors argue „animacy“ und „agency“ might cause the need for 
differentiation in 3rd person singular masculine.20 

                                                 
16

 POM = Pomerano (East Low German, Brazil); HRX = Hunsrückisch (West Middle German, Brazil); 
PDT = Plautdietsch (East Low German, Russia); CAT = „Catholic“ (West Upper German, Russia). 

17
 Personal pronouns mostly refer to animate reference. It is supposed that animate, especially 

human, reference affords more differentiation of semantic roles (for 3
rd

 singular pronouns, see 
footnote 19). Analyzing the functional distribution of dative personal pronouns in our data we find 
some evidence for animate reference when dative input is realized with dative output: The case 
semantics of dative as recipient case prevails (82 % dative output) while locative (61 % dative 
output) is less important (and comitative is insignificant because of few data, n = 163). 

18
 Pronouns are highly suppletive forms. Loss of case marking on nouns seems to be less “disruptive” 

than the replacement of entire lexical items, and this may make them more conservative in terms of 
case distinction as Joe Salmons (1994, 64f.) argues. 

19
 As Cholewa (1993) argues, monomorphematic words and polymorphematic words with irregular 

word formation as well as those with less productive patterns and semantically less transparent 
words are supposed to be lexicalized as whole entities. This might be the case for personal 
pronouns. 

20
 Prototypically the agent is an animate masculine („Prototypischerweise ist das Agens im 

Deutschen ein belebtes Maskulinum“, Rabanus 2008, 274). A deviation from this prototype affords 
marking: If a typical candidate for agent and nominative is represented as patient and affected by 
the verbal proceedings this infringes upon a presupposition and has to be signalized („Wird nun ein 
typischer Agens- und damit Nominativ-Kandidat als Patiens bzw. vom Verbereignis Betroffener 
dargestellt, so wird gegen eine Präsupposition verstoßen und dies muss signalisiert werden.“ 
Bittner 2002, 216) 
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6 In noun inflection, accusative forms serve as defaults (den, sein(e)n etc.), even in 
neuter (den Haus for ‚das Haus‘). This might be due to frequency, markedness 
and also phonetic reasons. 

7 The direction of simplification is towards the weak inflection paradigm with –e 
versus –en distinction. 

8 The findings suggest a sequence of reduction which comprises the stages 
regularization > simplification (+ defaultization) > morphological reduction (with 
subsequent substitution, e.g. by word order).21 

9 While a reduction of case marking according to a markedness hierarchy (cf. 
Jakobson 1936)22 occurs in noun inflection this is not true for personal pronouns. 

10 Here, a distinction of a case-semantic core function is maintained (for example the 
dative as the prototypical case of the animate recipient, cf. Jakobson 1936). 

 
4 Explanations 
4.1 Convergence 
These processes emerge in all varieties observed, not only in those communities with 
intense contact to the majority language or to another German variety. That’s why 
convergence is not very likely to serve as an explanation of this kind of change.  

Case reduction occurs in communities with a morphologically „rich“ contact 
language (Russian), as well as with a „poor“ one (Brazilian Portuguese), in 
morphologically more „conservative“ varieties (Low German dialects)23, as well as in 
others (High German dialects). Of course, there are some differences but the 
varieties share the same tendencies. 

 
4.1.1 Convergence with the contact language 

                                                 
21

 The sequence of reduction may take the succession as in the following example: 
Regularization: Personal pronouns (e.g. PDT ahm SG ‘ihm’, ‘him’) realized as demonstrative 

pronouns (e.g. PDT dem SG ‘dem’, the-DAT.SG.M/N). 
Simplification: Demonstrative pronouns (e.g. PDT dem SG ‘dem’, the-DAT.SG.M/N) realized as 

oblique case with accusative form (PDT den, SG ‘den’ the-ACC.SG.M or PDT dat, SG ‘das’ the-
ACC.SG.N) or as common case with nominative form (PDT der, SG ‘der’, the-NOM.SG.M or PDT 
dat, SG ‘das’ the-ACC.SG.N). 

Defaultization: When realized as oblique case with accusative form even in neuter (e.g. PDT dat, 
SG ‘das’ the-ACC.SG.N) often the accusative masculine is used (PDT den, ‘den’, the-ACC.SG.M). 

Morphological reduction: Loss of inflectional markers may take the form of PDT de (definite article 
without case marking) or PDT e (definite or indefinite article without case marking), i.e. without 
any inflection. 

Subsequent substitution (for instance, by word order): definiteness analogue to the Russian 
language by final position (cf. Rosenberg 2016). 

22
 Jakobson (1936) considers nominative to be unmarked in terms of a correlation of reference while 

accusative and dative are marked. Additionally, accusative is regarded as unmarked in terms of a 
full case – marginal case correlation. Hence, dative is said to be doubly marked, accusative singly 
marked and nominative unmarked. Using the example of the Russian language, Jakobson (1936, 
282) refers to markedness as a kind of restriction of application: The more correlation markers a 
case bears the more restricted and reduced is the application of the subject within the utterance. 
(„Je mehr Korrelationsmerkmale der Kasus in sich trägt, desto vielfältiger wird die Geltung des 
bezeichneten Gegenstandes in der Aussage beschränkt und herabgedrückt“, transl. P.R.) It is 
suggested, that – with processes of linguistic simplification triggered by intense language contact – 
such restrictions are the first ones to be abolished. Therefore, the order of abolishment of case 
marking in case reduction processes is: Genitive (if ever existing) disappears first, dative follows, 
accusative comes next – what remains is common case, which means no (morphological) case. 

23
 In these language islands the Low German varieties are more conservative than the High German 

varieties in some parts of morphology, e.g. in mood and tense (preserving some subjunctive and 
preterite forms). 
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The influence of the contact languages may, indeed, refer to the following structural 
differences: 

Russian has six cases which have to be case-marked with little exception, in 
noun as well as in pronoun inflection, even in typical settings which trigger reduction 
processes: orality, colloquial and informal style, or allegro speech. Within personal 
pronouns all cases are case-marked.24 Singular is more differentiated than plural, 3rd 
singular masculine is most differentiated. 

Brazilian Portuguese has case – as far as formally marked – only in personal 
pronouns: While in 1st and 2nd person (singular and plural) merely an oblique case is 
marked, dative and accusative are differentiated in 3rd person singular.25 

Obviously, the concept of case is established in both contact languages. Like in 
other languages, singular (more than plural), 3rd person (more than 1st and 2nd 
person), and accusative (more than dative) are morphologically most differentiated in 
terms of case- (and gender-) marking. 

As mentioned above, case reduction is wide-spread among Russian German 
language islanders as well as among Brazilian German ones. Even if case 
differentiation is correlated with age groups and to strong or weak ties to the (Russian 
and Portuguese speaking) surroundings the results do not differ significantly.26 That’s 
why a simple transfer of case structure from the majority language is rather unlikely 
except for young second (or foreign) language learners who display a kind of 
completely collapsed case structure in German. 

                                                 
24

 In Russian personal pronouns genitive und accusative singular are of equal form, as well as dative 
und prepositive in 1

st
, 2

nd
 person singular and in 3

rd
 person singular feminine, as well as genitive, 

accusative and prepositive plural. 
 

Personal pronouns in Russian 

 
1

st
 sg. 2

nd
 sg. 3

rd
 sg. 1

st
 pl. 2

nd
 pl. 3

rd
 pl. Polite 

m f n 

Nominative я ты он она оно мы вы они Вы 

Genitive меня тебя его её его нас вас их Вас 

Dative мне тебе ему ей ему нам вам им Вам 

Accusative меня тебя его её его нас вас их Вас 

Instrumental мной тобой им ей им нами вами ими Вами 

Prepositive мне тебе нём ней нём нас вас них Вас 

 
25

 In Brazilian Portuguese personal pronouns of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 person (singular and plural) are only 

marked for oblique case while 3
rd

 singular is also marked for the accusative-dative distinction and 
3rd singular and plural for gender:  

 

Personal pronouns in Brazilian Portuguese 

 
1

st
 sg. 2

nd
 sg. 3

rd
 sg. Polite sg. 1

st
 pl. 2

nd
 pl. 3

rd
 pl. Polite pl. 

m f m f m f m f 

Nominative eu tu ele ela você a gente (nós) vocês (vós) eles elas vocês 

Oblique case me te 

lhe lhe 

nos vos 

lhes lhes Dative 

Accusative (l)o (l)a (l)o (l)a (l)os (l)as (l)os (l)as 

 
26

 Interestingly, age groups do not remarkably correlate with case distinction. Criteria of language 
use, however, revealing the frequency of contact language use in the family domain offer a more 
convincing correlation (for German language use with the grandparents see footnote 12). 
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What seems to be relevant, however, is the sociolinguistic finding of a 
weakening of „normativity“ which might be externally induced by the pressure of 
language contact. This loss of norm knowledge and norm loyalty paves the way for 
internal linguistic change with acceleration. The structure of this change – reduction 
of noun inflection, maintenance of case distinction with animate personal pronouns, 
especially in 3rd person singular – calls for cognitive explanations (cf. chapter 3.3, 
Conclusions 5). 

Of course, there is some interference exerted by contact language use:  
Case and gender marking in 3rd person is also supported by both majority 

languages. The „Jakobsonian“ markedness gradient (genitive more marked than 
dative, dative more than accusative, nominative unmarked) is also backed by the 
Russian case system. 

The comparison of the language islands in Russia and Brazil reveals some 
differences: Within the Russian German islands speakers maintain more dative even 
in case of the „regularization“ mentioned above (by change of word class from the 
irregular to the regular inflection paradigm: in fig. 18 both CAT and PDT are Russian 
German varieties). This might be due to the influence of the morphologically more 
differentiated Russian language. 

 
4.1.2 Convergence with other language island varieties 
Of course, the grammatical structure of the varieties is of some significance. 
Furthermore, the linguistic communities differ in terms of boundary marking: The 
Plautdietsch speaking community of the Russian German Mennonites can be 
referred to as a real „group“ (Brubaker 2002) in the sense of a dense communicative 
network with shared socio-cultural norms and a strong feeling of „belonging“ (Pfaff-
Czarnecka 2011, 2013).27 Their variety serves as a „boundary marker“ (Barth 1969) 
distinguishing the community at socio-cultural, economic, religious levels. 
Additionally, in Russia the speakers of Plautdietsch were the majority and the 
autochthonous inhabitants in this „central village“ composed in the 1970s out of 
several smaller villages speaking different dialects. This made them more resistant to 
external influence. This is partly true also for the speakers of Pomeranian in the 
Pelotas region but in other regions of Brazil Hunsrückisch is the dominating variety 
which can be regarded as a koiné among the German speaking population (cf. 
Altenhofen 1996). 

Comparing the varieties reveals some differences concerning case reduction: 
 

                                                 
27

 At least, this was true at the time of recording. In the 2000s the Mennonite community largely 

emigrated to Germany (or other countries like Canada). But, again, the resettlers have built new 
communities in the Western parts of Germany (for instance, around Detmold). 
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Fig. 19: Definite articles with dative input: case marking by varieties (n = 1142, in %) 

 

 
Fig. 20: Personal pronouns with dative input: case marking by varieties (n = 986, in 
%) 

 
Dative output (D) in determiners is most frequent with the High German 

varieties (Fig. 19) (Hunsrückisch and „Catholic“), while reduction to de (_) is slightly 
more frequent with the Low German varieties. In personal pronouns (Fig. 20) dative 
output is more frequent in the „Catholic“ speaking community. Low German 
speakers, especially the Plautdietsch community, use the oblique form mi, di (DA), 
speakers of Hunsrückisch use also accusative (mich/dich). 

Of course, there are some phenomena of convergence directed to the contact 
language or a contact variety within the language islands. But the overall tendency is 
quite uniform. Hence, the case reduction presented above appears to be an 
accelerated – but ordinary – linguistic change all German varieties are subject to, not 
essentially a matter of contact-induced adoption or convergence. 

 
4.2 Language obsolescence and change 

de 

mi/di 

mich 
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Why do these processes of an accelerated language change take place in the very 
moment of language shift? The present situation of the German language islands 
metaphorically characterized as „in the flood‟ can be characterized as follows: 

The language island varieties are more or less communities „in obsolescence“ 
(Dorian 1989) which entails 

 the dissolution of social networks and boundary marking 

 a decay of „normativity“ (in terms of linguistic knowledge und of linguistic 
loyalty) 

 an increase of second language learners, but a decrease of native speakers 

 We observe several phenomena of linguistic simplification like: 
o a representation of grammatical relations less by morphology than by word 

order 
o form-function-patterns according to the 1:1-principle (cf. Andersen 1989, 

386) 
o and a replacement of marked (case-) structures by unmarked (or less 

marked) structures (cf. Campbell/Muntzel 1989, 189; Jakobson 1936) or 
by „natural“ ones (cf. Mayerthaler 1981; Mayerthaler et al. 1998, 167; 
Dressler 2000).28 

Thus, what is suggested, is to prefer an internal explanation or, at least and 
more precisely, to consider the interaction of „internal“ and „external“ language 
change with external effects being the trigger of a basically internally structured 
process. 

The processes observed are not at all without structure. They display some sort 
of systematicity, driven by cognitive and semantic features. What is maintained in 
terms of case distinction seems to be in part a simplification and reduction of 
morphology to the point of a core concept of case that we could call a 
„resemantization“ which in turn might be the backside of degrammaticalization29: 

Formal simplification is accompanied by a functional focusing of case marking 
on the core semantic function – in terms of the German dative on the main case 
semantics of marking the animate recipient (cf. Jakobson 1936). 
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